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The Greatest Car in the World Selling Under $1000
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answer U the performance powervof Saxon "Six" is located in the motor the famous

THE "Six" high-spee- d motor. In high gear work, in pulling power, in smoothness and
Saxsn "Six" gives a performance that seems incredible in a car of its price

class.
We have compared Saxon "Six" with other car in its price class of fewer cylinders.

Under the same working conditions Saxon "Six" showed just 987,, greater continuity greater
smoothness and greater uniformity or torque.

In the last analysis engineers' tests are the only basis for comparison. These .tests are
made under equal conditions and under the impartial, unprejudiced inspection of disinterest-
ed engineers. These tests, which we have made, prove to us conclusively :
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that the amout of vibration is inversely proportionate to the number of power lm

pulses in the motor.
. it ll m -

that Saxon "Six" has approximately 98 more power impulses per minute man me
than six" motor, which gives it 98 greater continuity greater smoothness.

1 oithat Saxoa "SUT motor gives 22 faster pick-u- p than the "less than six" motor.

"Sir" nowcr than the "less than six" motor in its price
class.

ELEVEN SAXON BESTS

Stromberg carburetor.
Remy distributor.
Wagner two-un- it starting "and

lighting system.

Timken roller bearing.
Timken front and rear axles.
Timken helical bevel drive rear.
Vanadium steel cantilever springs

front and rear.

Six cylinder, high-spee- d C H- -
mental motor.

Fodder honeycomb radiator.
Saxon dry plate dutch.
Extremely heavy rigid frame.
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Guaranteed for One Year Against Mechanical Defects
Sold in Pendleton by an established company, maintaining a modern garage, a repair dPen h

factory mechanics and carryi-I- T a complete line of parts, oils, and accessories. Gasoline service station,
water and air.
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